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Le Gym Urbain 

"Fit And Fine"

Le Gym Urbain is a health and fitness center that has all the latest

equipment one might need. They have special equipment and training

areas for crossfit, cardio, muscles and weight training, in addition to

providing personal training and fitness evaluation among other services.

They also have a bar area where one can whip up some healthy drinks,

along with a fitness shop.

 +1 418 353 7300  www.gymurbain.com/  info@gymurbain.com  2480 Chemin Ste-Foy, Local

009, Quebec City QC
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Nautilus Plus 

"Suited To Your Needs"

Nautilus Plus is a stop place for all your fitness needs. This fitness center

has several programs suited to different needs, some of which include

Gym Cool, Sports Prep, Zero Diet, Fitness 101, Tandem and Weight Loss.

They also have exercise classes, up to date equipment, a sauna and

stretching area.

 +1 418 628 7524  www.nautilusplus.com/  5155 Boulevard des Gradins, Quebec

City QC

 by jerryonlife   

Mega Fitness 

"Meeting All Your Fitness Needs"

Mega Fitness is a gym and fitness center that boasts of 40,000 square

feet (3716.1 square meters) of space that includes state of the art

equipment. Open 24 hours a day on weekdays and until 10p on weekends,

this gym is convenient to use and includes customized programs

depending on your fitness needs. Services include private trainers, a

supply store, dietitians, a beauty salon and tanning beds as well.

 +1 418 877 5454  www.megafitness24h.com/  1400 St-Jean Baptiste, Suite 170,

Quebec City QC
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